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Biden Says Gaza Deal Is Close

AP Images

President Joe Biden said a ceasefire could be
reached as soon as this week, pausing
fighting in time for Ramadan, which is
starting in less than two weeks. The
proposed ceasefire would pause fighting for
40 days. Israel and Hamas are currently
negotiating with Qatari mediators.

A Hamas official spoke with Reuters about
the negotiations, stating, “The primary and
main issues of the ceasefire and the
withdrawal of Israeli forces are not clearly
stated, which delays reaching an
agreement.”

Biden appeared on Late Night with Seth Meyers last night and spoke about the ceasefire, stating,
“Ramadan is coming up, and there’s been an agreement by the Israelis that they would not engage in
activities during Ramadan, as well, in order to give us time to get all the hostages out.”

It was great to return to Late Night, ten years after Seth's inaugural episode.

Amy – thanks for the invite. pic.twitter.com/38El3ob9RM

— President Biden (@POTUS) February 27, 2024

Israeli spokesperson Tal Heinrich said the agreement is not guaranteed, stating, “If Hamas can come
back down to reality, we will be able to have a deal.”

https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/biden-says-israel-agrees-stop-gaza-attacks-ramadan-hamas-mulls-draft-truce-2024-02-27/?utm_source=Sailthru&amp;utm_medium=Newsletter&amp;utm_campaign=Daily-Briefing&amp;utm_term=022724&amp;user_email=e8285350adfa14521695957e0313b7a078bb62153ef2c1d0b2d0fd6db5dab238
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/biden-says-israel-agrees-stop-gaza-attacks-ramadan-hamas-mulls-draft-truce-2024-02-27/?utm_source=Sailthru&amp;utm_medium=Newsletter&amp;utm_campaign=Daily-Briefing&amp;utm_term=022724&amp;user_email=e8285350adfa14521695957e0313b7a078bb62153ef2c1d0b2d0fd6db5dab238
https://t.co/38El3ob9RM
https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1762492812493275332?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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